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The GreenGo Travel Difference

We have only one

PLANET EARTH 
Travel smart, travel green

We Are

A sustainable travel company 
based in Quito, Ecuador; oper-
ated by local experts with USA 
management. We specialize in 
custom made tours for main-
land Ecuador & the Galapagos 
Islands. 

For the past 2 years we have 
seamlessly put together an 
assortment of tours that have  
been completely personalized 
from start to finish.

GreenGo Travel would not be the 
same without our great team of 
local experts, continuously on 
the field expanding their knowl-
edge to better serve our clients.

GreenGo Travel Difference

Our Cores Values Are Why Choose Us?

What We Represent

Our core values and what makes us 
stand out from the pack.

Green Standards

Your clients  & the plan-
et will thank you for op-
erating with sustainable 
practices, we pride our-
selves with the many 
ways we can carry out 
dream tours responsi-
bly, supporting  locals & 
their environments.

Refreshing Ideas

We love what we do and 
it shows with the many 
original & creative tour 
offerings we have at 
our disposal, we cant 
wait to get started with 
creative & unique ideas 
to build the perfect 
tours for your clients.

Ecuador Love

Mainland operation in 
Ecuador is powered 
and operated by Ecua-
dorians and their local 
knowledge, this gives 
us a competitive edge 
over foreign agencies 
in the country, or travel 
operators abroad.  

Easy As 1,2,3

Reassurance for you & 
your clients, that we are 
spinning the wheel in 
the background.
Offering a quality ser-
vice with easy to fol-
low guidelines, always 
striving for a seamless 
booking experience.

An informed traveler is a responsible traveler. Efficient & rapid response time.

To offer personalized & unique travel experiences. Fluent bilingual staff (English - Spanish)

Fully committed to responsible tourism. Fully customized tour options for your clients needs.

Full support for travelers, from start to finish. Personalized service to make your clients feel at home. 54
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Our Product Offering

Unforgettable trips

ECUADOR TRAILS
Long lasting memories

Custom Made Tours

Is a completely personalized 
approach to the best destina-
tions Ecuador has to offer. We 
have all the right ingredients to 
assemble time efficient, flexible 
& budget oriented tours.

No 2 Clients Are Alike

And it shows across different 
interests and concepts travelers 
have. We love hearing the many 
ideas you and your clients come 
up with, enabling us to design all 
around custom made tours for 
individual needs - from start to 
finish.

Our Product Offering

Comfort Flexibility Types of Travel

Ecuador In Our Own Eyes

Custom made tours designed around clients 
interests, assembled by local experts.

Destinations

Ecuador is our canvas, 
& we are here to assist 
your clients draw their 
path cross this beauti-
ful country of ours. Fol-
lowing individual travel 
needs across all 4 re-
gions, including  remote 
destinations.

Reliable Operation

Sit back knowing we 
have the best providers 
in the market,  trust-
worthy - responsible 
drivers, and quality 
guidance with friendly 
folks; all playing their 
role contributing to a 
successful tour.

Ecuador Trails

Ecuador Trails is a mix 
of curated & feature rich 
programs listed in our 
site that have shown 
great results with past 
& new customers. They 
are a great way of get-
ting inspired for inde-
pendent travel.

Quality Guidelines

Knowing the right infor-
mation at the right time  
is crucial for those trav-
eling abroad, it can be a 
determining factor for 
a successful tour. We 
know Ecuador inside 
out, and it shows in our 
final product.

Backpackers, those that prefer adventure over comfort. Both short & long trails adjusting to available time.

Superior, a balance between destinations & comfort. Easy going short journeys, or exhilarating expeditions.

First Class, great destinations with high comfort. Themed travel: Couples Retreat / Nature Tours & More.

Luxury, the best of the best. Chose your type of travel based on Physical Demand.6 7
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Why Choose GreenGo Travel?

Reliable operation

LOCAL EXPERTS
Unique travel experiences

Service focused travel

That goes beyond offering 
standard programs, but a per-
sonalized touch to our operation 
that is reflected throughout our 
whole portfolio.

Prioritizing Your Clients

And offering a quality service 
by listening to their every need 
and building unique and original 
tours tailored to their individual 
requirements.

Seamless Operation

By meticulously assembling 
every piece of a tours puzzle, 
paying close attention to detail 
& our careful planning all ensure   
stress free tours with a mini-
mum margin for error.

Why Chose Us?

Engaging Online Portal Customers Feedback

Join GreenGo Travel

Learn about the benefits of working with us 
and the added value to your offerings.

Extensive Portfolio

Our Portfolio carries 
a broad range of tour 
products operated in all 
4 regions of Ecuador, 
tours that are continu-
ously expanded & up-
dated. Imagine the add-
ed value of having them 
added to your offerings.

Reputable Providers

One of the inherent 
benefits of being a local 
operator is experienc-
ing first hand our tour 
providers service. We 
don’t leave anything to 
chance, & you can be 
assured we use noth-
ing but the best.

Experts Advice

Having the right advice 
at the right time can 
mark the difference be-
tween closing a book-
ing and earning your 
clients trust. Our local 
experts can ensure fast 
and unbiased, reliable 
guidance.

Time Efficient
Spend less time plan-
ning & more time man-
aging your satisfied 
customers. We prior-
itize in time efficient 
methods of assem-
bling tours in Ecuador, 
trust your clients with 
local experts.

A highly engaging Online portal with easy navigation. “I searched a couple of U.K travel agencies but Greengo 
Travel had a better service and far better rates.”
David C. Bristol-UKUnparalleled media & information rich site.

All the benefits on the go, accessible on mobile devices. “Things couldn’t have gone better, a variety of options and 
quick responses combined with good rates...”
Richard Davies. Melbourne-AUExtensive portfolio for tours in Ecuador & the Galapagos.8 9
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Intuitive Website

4 Regions 

1 PORTAL
www.greengotravel.com

Modern Website

Built from the ground up with 
ease of use in mind, our site 
carries an array of features to 
provide an engaging experience 
for both users and business 
partners.

Rich Information

For each individual tour product 
listed in our portfolio with an 
unparalleled amount of detail. 
Going far beyond the standards 
of current Ecuador travel sites.

The Fine Print

That tends to be buried or not 
even listed in many sites is eas-
ily found at the footer of each 
tour product, with clear inclu-
sions & exclusions.

Intuitive Website

Galapagos Features Rating System

Ecuador At The Tip Of Your Fingers

An intuitive & user friendly website. Content 
rich information in your desktop or on the go.

Tours On The Go

Don’t be tied to your 
desktop, our site is ful-
ly responsive & adjusts 
to all tablets & mobile 
devices. Browse & dis-
cover all the features 
our site offers on the 
go. You can now have 
Ecuador in your pocket.

Rich Galleries

An image is worth 1000 
words, all tours fea-
tured in our site carry 
high quality images 
that will easily help you 
have a clear idea of the 
destinations, facilities, 
wildlife and surround-
ings.

Real Time Filters

An invaluable tool that 
will boost your produc-
tivity and efficiency.  
Narrow down your re-
sults in real time, with 
over 90 filters through-
out our site. Find the 
right tours for your cus-
tomers in no time.

News & Social

Our Newsletter blog is 
regularly updated, cov-
ering a variety of topics  
related to local travel, 
guides, tips & how to’s.
Our social presence  
seeks to inspire & share 
the many wonders we 
have to offer.

Galapagos maps for over 40 cruises & all their itineraries. All tours carry both, local experts & user based ratings.

Breakdown of individual & combined itineraries. Users can submit their own ratings to all existing tours.

Description for over 100 Islands & Islets in the Galapagos. Rating guidelines vary per tour and other related factors.

All features accessible on tablets & mobile devices. Unbiased rating for a wide range of tours in Ecuador.10 11
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WHERE TO 
NEXT?

Imbabura

Chimborazo  
6310 mts

Imbabura

Chimborazo  
6310 mts

PIN DOWN 
ECUADOR BEST DESTINATIONS

• What does Ecuador offer? 
• What type of tours can be arranged?

• What is there to see & do?
The Following pages offer you just a glimpse of all the many possibilities 
Ecuador has in store for you and your clients.12 13



All you need is

ECUADOR
A never ending discovery

Ecuador’s Diversity

W
ith thousands of years in 
the making, Ecuador’s or-
igins have emerged from 

an invaluable historical past that 
lives on to this day in all corners of 
the country. 

Inca ruins that date back to the 
pre Columbian era, and Quito, 
considered a world’s heritage site 
for its imposing architectures, and 
stunning cathedrals that display a 
fusion of European and Indigenous 
art. 

Ecuador with just reason has
Evolved into a must stop among 
tourists; offering unique travel 
experiences.

ECUADOR HISTORY Indigenous groups & tribes, 
mixed raced, dark & light 
skinned, all Ecuadorians have 
one thing in common; they are 
kind, welcoming, & humble. Our 
many tour offerings provide the 
best ways of interacting & expe-
riencing first hand their lifestyle.

Our People

No travel experience is complete 
without participating in local 
customs, Ecuador’s culture will 
embrace its visitors with unique 
cuisine, colorful clothing, folk-
loric music, & more! Visitors will 
feel the warm welcome in their 
everyday activities.

Our Culture

Stunning & awe inspiring land-
scapes at every turn, Ecuador’s 
avenue of the volcanoes hold 
an incredible amount of expe-
ditions & activities. Climbing to 
peaks, Biking downhill & horse-
back riding are only but a small 
glimpse of possibilities.

Our Highlands

A rich & fertile land that makes 
Ecuador all that more appealing 
, beautiful long reaching beach-
es, tropical weather & amazing 
wildlife, makes the coastal re-
gion a must see for any holiday 
travelers looking to leisure & en-
joy some Ecuadorian sun.

Our Coastal Region

Weather Perks
Weather in Ecuador is one of the main reasons why the coun-
try is so abundantly blessed with nature & wildlife. With short 
travel  distances, visitors are astonished  how weather, tem-
perature and their surroundings change before their eyes. 
From the highlands to the coast or to the amazon rain forest, it 
can  all be accessed in the same day with commercial flights.  
An unlimited amount  of possibilities  for dream holidays.

Huge Diversity
With 4 different regions found in Ecuador, the amount of di-
versity per land area is astonishing, it actually tops the list 
worldwide. Nature rich destinations are found at every turn 
in Ecuador, it’s not uncommon for past visitors to return 
for more, and you often hear them saying that time spent 
in the country wasn’t enough.  Our custom made travel op-
tions provide a personalized approach  to this  vast diversity. 

A country full of history, diversity and natural 
wonders, we have it all.

All you need is Ecuador

Ecuador’s Diversity

14 15
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A world within itself

MAGICAL ISLANDS
Inhabited by a different set of beings

The Galapagos Islands

A 
place like no other, the 
Galapagos islands have long 
marveled the world with 

unprecedented beauty & raw nature 
that doesn’t cease to captivate all 
that set foot in this magical land. 

What was considered a wasteland 
now receives thousands of curious 
visitors every year. Tame wildlife 
that allows close encounters with 
fascinating creatures, & unparal-
leled landscapes.
  
Our Galapagos specialists will pro-
vide invaluable support for person-
alized tour options that best suit 
your clients needs.

The Enchanted Islands One of the biggest selling points  
for the Galapagos is the unique 
& vast amount of wildlife the 
islands hold. Allow us to guide 
your customers in the right di-
rection, pointing out the best 
ways to observe specific wildlife 
that caters to their interest.

Wildlife

An important element to a 
Galapagos tour that significant-
ly changes among cruises, & 
updated on a yearly basis. Our 
Galapagos experts are up to 
date with the latest changes & 
ready to provide you with tai-
lored suggestions.

Itineraries

Floreana, Bartholomew & Fer-
nandina are only but a few ex-
amples of the vast differences 
among landscapes that can be 
found across the islands. Eas-
ily narrow down landscapes 
included in tour programs with 
our Galapagos experts advice.

Landscapes

Will i climb a volcano? Can we 
snorkel here? How long will the 
walk be? Available activities are 
not the same for all tours, our 
Galapagos experts will take all 
these questions into account 
when preparing tailored sugges-
tions that meet individual needs.

Activities

Galapagos Travel Options

Live Aboard Cruises: The best approach for reaching distant islands,  
efficient travel, observing as much landscapes & animals as possible.
Island Hopping: In depth adventurous activities, hopping through 
main islands using a networked line of hotels in the archipelago.
Land Based: The perfect alternative to cruising, activities based off 
a central location (Hotel) ,to explore the islands at visitors own pace.
Diving: Live aboards & land based tours that feature diving as their 
primary activity, a whole other world to be discovered underwater.

Visitors can chose from the following travel methods.
Galapagos Experience Highlights

• Wildlife observation

• Guided hikes, sightseeing

• Dhingy rides 

• Beach combing & leisure 

• Cruising in the open ocean

• Diving

• Photography 

The different ways visitors can interact with the islands.

The biggest wildlife spectacle on earth!  
Magical islands in a never ending evolution.

A Once In A Lifetime Journey

The Galapagos Islands

• Biking & horseback riding

• Extended treks

• Artisanal responsible fishing
• Volcano climbs

• Self guided trails

• Breeding stations & port visits.

• Board surfing

16 17
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Reserves, Tribes & Wildlife

UNSPOILED NATURE
Waiting to be discovered

The Amazon Rainforest

A 
staggering amount of wildlife  
and nature can be found in 
Ecuador’s pristine rain forest, 

networked rivers, insects, birds, 
mammals, reptiles and much more, 
all covered in a green mantle that 
stretches far into the horizon.

Ecuador’s small yet convenient size, 
boosts quick access to the regions 
of Coca, Lago Agrio & Macas, the 
gates to primary jungle.

Simply put Ecuador’s rain forest 
is a  green paradise waiting to be 
discovered, venturesome travelers 
will be delighted with so much to 
see and do!

A Green Paradise Unmeasurable nature & wildlife, 
the perfect combination for un-
forgettable tours. Don’t be over-
whelmed with recommending 
the right lodge where it will be 
more likely to spot a pink dol-
phin, or a pigmy marmoset, we 
can provide reliable advice.

Wildlife

From lodges built to blend with 
nature & offer activities in the 
surrounding area, to cruises in 
a continuous exploration, taking 
guests through many ecosys-
tems, our assistance can pro-
vide you with invaluable guid-
ance for your clients needs.

Lodges & Cruises

With several reserves & parks 
spread throughout the Ecua-
dorian amazon, it can be over-
whelming to know lodges based 
on location. We have great 
expertise in this regard, easily 
recommending the best lodge 
found near reserves & parks.

Parks & Reserves

Kichwa, Huaorani, Siona, Ach-
uars are some of the many 
communities that can be found 
in Ecuadorian amazon. If your 
clients are looking to visit a spe-
cific community we can provide 
guidance & recommendations 
for the best approach possible.

Communities

Amazon Travel Options & Regions

Amazon Lodges: The most popular way of discovering the amazon,  
ranging from 4 to 5 day tours exploring the lodge surroundings.
Amazon Cruises: Live aboards that gradually cover different parts of 
the rainforest, the best approach for an engaging experience.
Coca Region: Primary rainforest, home to the yasuni national park 
&  other reserves with worldwide recognition for their vast diversity.
Lago Agrio Region: Popularly known for the cuyabeno reserve, an 
affordable primary rain forest with many lodges & nature rich tours.

How to visit the rain forest & the available regions.
Amazon Experience Highlights

• Exciting Night Safari’s

• Rain Forest Hiking
• Discovery of Medicinal Herbs
• Community Visits

• Canoing & Kayaking

• Piranha Friendly Fishing

• Wildlife Photography 

Adventure packed activities clients can participate in.

A first row seat to a unique ecosystem, home 
to exotic wildlife & unmeasurable nature.

Immerse Yourself In Nature

The Amazon Rainforest

• Bird Watching

• Shaman Experience

• Spotting Wildlife

• Camping

• Extended Treks

• Live Aboard Cruising

• River Tubing

18 19
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Invigorate your senses

SOOTHING RETREATS
Surreal wildlife and nature

Cloudforest & Spa’s

I
n the valley at the base of 
2 mountains (Papallacta 
Hotsprings), a tropical resort lo-

cated in a natural hotspot (Arasha), 
& (Mashpi Lodge) a mix of rain & 
cloudforest, these are only but a 
few examples of the many natural 
retreats visitors can find in Ecuador.

No better place to get in touch with 
nature while getting pampered, 
all reserves & spa’s are in close 
proximity to Quito, allowing guests 
to get started with scheduled 
activities the very same day of their 
arrival.

The perfect blend of relaxation, 
adventure & nature.

Lavish Nature A birding spectacle, Ecuadorian 
cloud-forest boosts over 1500 
species, many types of frogs 
that blend with the vegetation 
& serves them as a camou-
flage from predators. Countless 
amount of insects & reptiles are 
all waiting to be discovered.

Wildlife

Beautiful & stunning resorts 
that seamlessly blend with their 
surroundings, & rustic lodges 
for  wildlife lovers. Different ap-
proaches catering to different 
types of travel, one way or an-
other they both offer a quick get-
away with nature.

Resorts & Lodges

Not all has to be relaxation, 
guests can be part of exciting 
hikes, swimming, & other activ-
ities that emphasizes the many 
natural wonders cloud forest’s & 
Spa’s retreats can offer. Guests 
will be entertained & inspired 
with all there is to see & do.

Activities

No holiday is complete without 
some proper relaxation, guests 
can choose from a galore of spa 
services in resorts. Retreats in 
Ecuador are so much more than 
a good massage, found among 
nature turns the whole visit into 
an exceptional experience.

Spa & Relaxation

Recommended For

Couples: Romantic themed rooms, peaceful & remote resorts, spa 
services & relaxation all set the perfect vibe for couples.
Bird Watching: No better place then the cloud forest for birdwatching, 
birders will be fascinated with the vast amount of species.
Nature Lovers: Suitable for anyone that enjoys nature, Spa’s & 
retreats are only but guests among remarkable ecosystems.
Easy Tours: A great alternative for those looking to visit a forest but 
are short on time, or looking to avoid a vigorous rain forest tour.

Popular among the following type of travelers.
Spa’s & Reserves Highlights

• Night Walks

• Cloud Forest Hiking
• Discovery of Insects

• Horseback Riding
• Biking

• Tubing & Rafting

Services & activities guests will find in resorts & Lodges.

Awaken your senses, Spa’s & Reserves in  
secluded forests; nature at its best.

The perfect Getaway Among Nature

Cloudforest & Spa’s

• Spa Services

• Hot Spring Pools
• Jacuzzi & Sauna

• Recreational Lodge Activities

• Bird Watching

• Cascades Swimming

20 21
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Work With 
GreenGo Travel

Reach New

HEIGHTS

Take your business to the next level!

Empower your business by partnering with GreenGo Travel, Ecuador is a small gem in South America full of unique destinations and attractions we specialize 
in. Add value to your agency by adding Ecuador as part of your tour offerings.  We provide 2 partnership methods, providing flexibility to your business needs.



Outsource Travel Services Affiliate Program

Benefits BenefitsKeep In Mind Keep In Mind

Increase your revenue with minimal effort! Add quality tours to your portfolio with the best rates in the market!

Let us do the heavy lifting, we handle all booking aspects for your clients, tour 
availability, email follow up, logistics and much more.

Our affiliate program partnership provides the best rates with the right tools 
to easily add Ecuador as part of your tour offerings.

CLIENT CLIENT

A Client reaches your agen-
cy showing interest in a 

Galapagos or Ecuador tour 
we offer.

A Client reaches your agen-
cy showing interest in a 

Galapagos or Ecuador tour 
we offer.

You forward us your client details, 
our travel consultants we handle your 

clients requests directly and try to close 
the booking. 

Your travel agents communicate with 
ours, both trying to find the right tour 
that suits your clients needs and re-

quirements.

A representative for your agency 
(of your choice) will be copied 

(cc’d) in all email communications, 
guaranteeing our level or services.

Your agency keeps direct com-
munication with clients, offering 

available tours and services.

Once a booking has been con-
firmed receive a fixed commis-
sion based on the type of tour 

sold.

Booking confirmed, add any prof-
it you see fit over the competitive 
base rates we offer your agency.

GREENGO TRAVEL TRAVEL AGENTSFOLLOW UP YOUR AGENCYCONFIRMATION CONFIRMATION

• Start advertising Ecuador as part of your services today! Your staff and agency don’t 
need to know how to sell Ecuador, all questions, material and inquiries for your clients are 
handled directly by our local travel consultants.  

• Over 100 tours and growing, our continuously expanding portfolio can be part of yours 
today! Add Ecuador quality programs to your tour offerings. 

• Take advantage of all that Ecuador has to offer, from world wide campaigns to a su-
per-bowl commercial, Ecuador is garnering the worlds attention.

• We provide you with the lowest base rates in the market, add marginal profits for your 
business, while still maintaining highly competitive rates. 

• Keep your own branding, booking methods and more with Ecuador tours. We work with 
you behind the curtains, providing you with the right information you can then pass on to 
your clients. 

• Fast and efficient response. Our travel consultants will expedite your requests, offering 
you the right tours and services, saving you time that translates to an efficient service for 
your clients. 

• Outsourcing to GreenGo Travel means we will be using our own material with clients, 
such as our logos, website, and other documentation par of our trademark. 

• Only fixed commissions (varies per tour) are available when outsourcing all the booking 
process to GreenGo Travel. 

• All communication with clients will be limited to English/Spanish both spoken and writ-
ten, via email, over the phone, skype or other communication methods.

• Your staff will have to pass on the information to clients, translating available offers 
and tours.  More time consuming vs outsourcing us with direct communication to your 
clients. 

• Promotional material will provided in English upon request, not available online, and 
might require additional steps by your marketing department to add your own branding. 
language or trademarks. 

• If you advertise tours online, you might have to add informational pages about tours or 
regions you want to sell on your website.
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